Faculty Executive Committee Meeting
August 19, 2021
3:30pm 135 T Boyd Hall

- Appointment of Mark Beiger, Vice President of Strategy
- Office of Civil Rights and Title IX reporting and termination
- LSU Student Health Center/Plantation Cemetery
- Fall 2021 Covid-19 Update and Mitigation Protocols
  - The protocol indicated that if a student needs to isolate or quarantine, “they should contact each faculty member for each class and let them know they are in temporary quarantine status and the faculty member should provide the coursework so that the student does not fall behind.” It is not possible for faculty to support one or more students in alternate modes of class. That is, “providing coursework” is no simple matter in many courses, and effectively asks faculty to tailor the class to multiple modes.
  - If a student in class has to quarantine or isolate, what is the teacher’s responsibilities to the rest of the students in class? Students who sat within 6 feet of the quarantining/isolating individual will need to either quarantine (if not vaccinated) or socially distance (if vaccinated). How can this be implemented when faculty members may not know about a student’s illness or vaccine status? And given that socially distancing is not possible in classrooms?
  - If a teacher themselves needs to quarantine, or take leave to care for family members who need care, how does the university plan to deal with those interruptions to class?
  - If a student has concerns about or needs for accommodations for virtual or distant learning, what is the protocol? To what office should the faculty member direct them?
- Fall 2021 Classroom Guidelines Letter
- Faculty Senate Standing Committee Nominations
  - Courses and Curricula: Mass Comm
  - Integrative Learning Core: MDA (Music)